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Performance Notes

lmportant Note - volume level, breathing, tone quality
The piece consists of single held tone (notated as a sequence of semibreves) with various

ornamentations (see below).

The dynamic marking - p poss. - should be understood as referring to a continual 'on the

cusp-ness', with the notated tone constantly breaking and disappearing due to the

slightness of the playing technique. Breaths should be taken in the artificial 'gaps'that
occur between instances of clearly audible sound, and should as much as possible not

detract lrom the ceaselessness of the material.

The music should be persistently unstable, with the notated figures obscured in

performance by the volatility of the dynamic constraint. As a general rule, rskis always

desirable; the music should be significantly closer to inaudibility than clarity. There should

be a palpable sense of each sound being 'barely there'. The tone quality should, however,

be fairly pure and avoid excessive airiness'

Format

All material is placed within optional repeat markings. lf any given repeat marking is

observed, the materialwithin that section may be played Up to 7 timeS. The number of

repetitions need not be consistent within any given realisation. With the additional

flexlbility of the tempo marking (quaver = 40-80), the duration of the work ls roughly

between five and sixty-five minutes.

The metrical location of the repeat markings is determined by its notated position

(each line of music = I quaver beats); the notation can be thought of as space-time.

Ornamentation

As with the repeat markings, the timing of the ornamentations is determined by their

notated Position.

Grace notes needn't be as short as possible but should only ever appear as

momentary interruptions to the held tone.

Trills have the speed of their pulsing indicated by their notation (trrl-rttttt,(;atltvlulrr4
The number of pulses need not be a direct correspondence with the written ligures;

they are merely approximate suggestions.

Allglissandidescend from, and return to, the hetd E.

Programme Note

some inflections consists of a single held tone with various ornamentations, with the

additional instruction that it is to be played with such slightness that the clarity,

consistency and audibility of the tone are ceaselessly threatened. A performance of

the piece may last between roughly five and sixty-five minutes, due to flexibility in the

tempo and a sequence ol optional repeat markings in the score.

some inflections was written for, and is dedicated to, Bichard craig.
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